Size–Density Trajectory in Regenerated Maritime Pine Stands after Fire
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Abstract: Research Highlights: This study bridges a gap of knowledge about the maximum size–density trajectory for juvenile stands of maritime pine. The continuity of the trajectory along the development stages to maturity is assured with a straightforward approach providing support to determine optimum density along all the evolution periods for the species. Background and Objectives: Forest fire is a significant threat to forests in the Mediterranean regions, but also a natural disturbance that plays a vital role in the perpetuation of forest stands. In recent decades, there has been an increase of burnt area in maritime forests in Portugal, followed by an increased interest in managing the natural and usually abundant regeneration occurring after the fires. The gap in the knowledge of growth dynamics for juvenile stages, for these forest systems, currently constrains their correct management, for forest planning, particularly in determining the optimal densities. The study aims to identify the maximum attainable density trajectory at the early stages of development of the species that could support a non-empirical definition of silvicultural prescriptions and thinning decisions, along the revolution. Materials and Methods: A representative data set collected in stands regenerated after fire supports the analysis of the maximum size–density trajectory for the species. Results: The maximum size–density trajectory for the juvenile stands deviates from the expected trajectory defined in the self-thinning line published for the species. Significant deviation occurs at the lower end of the line, indicating the need for a reevaluation of the existing self-thinning line. We propose a new self-thinning model for the species that explicitly considers the behavior of size–density for juvenile stands. The new model assures a logical continuity for the trajectory from the young stages of development to maturity. Conclusions: The proposed model based on the maximum attainable size–density trajectory provides ecological-based support to define silvicultural guidelines for management of the species.
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1. Introduction

Wildfires are a natural occurrence in many forest ecosystems around the world [1], and a major abiotic threat to forests. In recent decades, the general trend in the number of fires and surface burnt areas has increased dramatically in southern Europe, and particularly in inland Portugal. Between 1995 and 2010, the Portuguese area of pine forests has diminished substantially, decreasing nearly 25% (around 263,000 ha) [2], mainly due to the occurrence of forest fires. Further, the risk of wildfires is expected to increase with climate change [3]. The monitored trends and the future scenarios point out the need for explicitly taking into account the risk of fire and its impact on the management of those forest systems as a procedure of adaptive management.

Maritime pine (Pinus pinaster Ait.) is an important conifer from the western Mediterranean Basin. In Portugal, maritime pine has historically been the predominant species, occupying the largest share of forested land. According to the Fifth National Forest Inventory data [4], in Portugal’s northern region, maritime pine occupies about 45% of forest stands. A large proportion of these maritime pine forested areas have their origin in self-seeding after fires or clear cuts and develop at overstock density, which promotes a high fire risk (vertical and horizontal continuity of fuel), mostly due to the absence of technical management [5].

Maritime pine is partly serotinous, and seeds inside the pine cones that remain in the crown after the tree’s death by fire are the major source for the post-fire self-regeneration, as the seed bank in the soil is scarce and transient [6].

In Portugal, mainly for the maritime pine species, the typical post-fire management consists of cutting the burned trees and promoting regeneration by passive restoration (by natural regeneration from seeds).

Important issues arising from regenerated maritime pine stands after fire refer to the management of these forest systems, namely for forest areas growing at high-density or overstocked levels. Firstly, the information currently available about the average density of plants at a given age, after a fire, is insufficient for planning purposes. Reported mean values of density after the fire, for maritime pine, are scarce and the ones being circulated, quite variable (due, in part, to a plot-size dependency as noticed by Freitas [7]), bringing additional inaccuracy to the expected density values at a given age. For example, three years after the occurrence of fires, Rodrigues [8] and Alegria et al. [9], respectively, report densities of 42.5 seedlings of maritime pine per 25 m² and 960 plants per 500 m² (17,000–19,190 plants per ha, respectively), while Calvo et al. [10] refer to average values of 6.53–11.53 seedlings per m² (65,300–115,300 plants per hectare). Secondly, there is a gap of knowledge about the attainable maximum densities at a given size for young stands. Lastly, there are no scientific-based guidelines supporting the definition of silvicultural prescriptions and thinning decisions of these self-regenerated forests. The management of the self-regenerated pine stands in post-fire conditions is, therefore, a silvicultural challenge.

For the purposes of both post-fire management and biodiversity conservation, it is important to increase the knowledge of the factors determining the dynamics of growth and the amount of natural regeneration of these forest systems. Most Mediterranean pines originate from post-fire regeneration, as maritime pine is exclusively dependent on germination [11–14]. After the initial stage of germination, it is expected that the evolution of the young plants in the stands goes toward crown closure. After reaching that point, natural mortality driven by intraspecific competition plays a major role in the dynamics of the species and rules the natural evolution of density. As stated by Zeide [15], population mortality depends on the density and is caused by an increase in tree size. This dynamic can be described by the allometric model between plant density and average plant size [16,17]. The model supports the establishment of the expected theoretical limit of the number of trees for a given dimension, also called the natural mortality line or the self-thinning line. This line defines the maximum density that a population of trees can reach for a given medium size, and, therefore, represents the maximum use possible for the area in question and consequently the maximum competition attainable [17]. Reineke [16] expressed the self-thinning line as a linear relationship of the logarithm of density (N, number of plants per unit of area) and the logarithm of mean tree diameter (d), lnN = lnk − r ln d, where k and r are the model parameters, with a common slope
For a wide variety of species in fully-stocked stands. Since Reineke’s original publication, numerous references to the use of the self-thinning model describing the size-density relationship are reported in the literature. Research shows that shade tolerant species tend to show a lower slope [15] and a higher intercept [18], due to the variation in self-tolerance. Some of the references [19–21, 22] indicate that the change of the trajectory and/or the maximum value of density depends on the location of the stands, as well as on the climate characteristics. Deviance from the straight line is also recurrently mentioned [23–27]. This deviance might occur at both ends of the line—in young stands, before the onset of competition begins, and later on, in older stands, due to the decrease in self-tolerance [15], leading to a curve with a concave shape. For the species in this study, Luis and Fonseca [28] identified the self-thinning line as a straight line defined by

\[ \ln N = 13.634 - 1.897 \ln dg . \]

The supporting database refers to 274 plots measured at the National Forest Inventory (NFI), with average (± standard deviation) density \( N \) of 913 ± 1172 trees ha\(^{-1}\), quadratic mean diameter \( dg \) of 19.7 ± 9.6 cm, and stand age of 38 ± 17 years. The model [28] is incorporated in the stand density management diagram developed for the species, for stands with a minimum average diameter of 10 cm [28]. It is also a basis for the simulation of management scenarios for maritime pine stands 12 years old and older in the ModisPinaster model [29]. Research about the self-thinning line for the species was later presented to pinewoods in France [26] and Spain [21,30].

In this paper, we analyze the size-density relationship of young post-fire self-regenerated stands of maritime pine in order to identify the maximum attainable size-density trajectory of the species from the early stages of development. The term “trajectory” is here interpreted as the succession of the observed values of the number of trees and their mean quadratic diameter, for a given stand, over a particular time period. The hypotheses considered in the study are: (H\(_0\)) the allometric model developed by reference [28] for the species adequately describes the size-density trajectory for maritime pine at early development stages (mean diameters <10 cm) versus hypothesis (H\(_a\)) a deviance from the straight line occurs at the lower end of the curve. In case of prevailing H\(_a\), the existing self-thinning line needs reevaluation, to account for that deviance.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area Characteristics

The study area is located in northern and central Portugal, where climate can be classified as meso Mediterranean [31] at elevations that range from sea level to 2000 m in mountainous areas. This region is favorable for the species development below 800 m in height. The mean annual temperature ranges between 13.1 °C at the lower altitudinal level (100–400 m) to 9.8 °C above 400 m. Mean annual precipitation ranges between 660 and 1400 mm at mountain bases, and between 1000 and 2900 mm in sub-montane areas [32,33].

2.2. Supporting Material

This study was supported by information collected in sampling plots installed in former burnt areas of maritime pine, in the north and center of Portugal, with additional data from the National Forest Inventory plots (NFI). Four different sets (S) were used as a database:

- S1—information from the DataPinaster database [34], referring to plots installed in maritime pine stands in Vale do Tâmega in the north region;
- S2—information collected in sampling plots specifically installed in juvenile maritime pine stands in the north region;
- S3—information collected in the sampling plots specifically installed in juvenile maritime pine stands in the center region;
- S4—a subset of data from NFI plots (NFI4, carried out in 1995–1996), embracing stands of diverse stages of development, collected along the distribution area of the species in Portugal, whose description is in reference [28].
With the exception of the data of S2, the plots were circular in shape with a unit area of 500 m$^2$. The plots of S2 were of square shape and have 4 m$^2$ of unit area. For sets 1, 2, and 3, the maximum age of the observed stands does not exceed 20 years.

The variables selected to study the size–density trajectory, in a total of 241 observations, were the quadratic mean diameter, measured at the height level of 1.30 m ($dg$) and the number of trees per unit of area ($N$), as shown in Table 1. Although crown width is the best predictor of tree number in closed stands, it cannot be reliably measured due to irregular crown form and overlap. Hence, a preferable option as recommended by Zeide [15], is tree diameter since this variable adequately expresses tree size, it is closely related to the number of trees and crown width, and it is also easily accessible for measuring.

### Table 1. Summary characteristics of the number of trees per hectare ($N$) and quadratic mean diameter ($dg$) for the sampled plots of maritime pine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>$n$</th>
<th>$N$ (trees.ha$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$dg$ (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1560</td>
<td>3985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>9536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>1724</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: $n$—number of plots/observations; $N$—number of trees per hectare (trees.ha$^{-1}$); $dg$—quadratic mean diameter measured at the height level of 1.30 m; Min—data minimum; Mean—data average; Max—data maximum; and $sd$—data standard deviation.

### 2.3. Selection of Maximum Values of Size–Density

After the compilation of the data sets, the plots corresponding to the extreme cases in terms of the number of trees ($N$) and quadratic mean diameter ($dg$) were selected to allow the identification of maximum size–density values. The extreme cases considered correspond to the non-dominated front (Pareto front), according to the following definition [35].

The point $Z' = (z'_1, ..., z'_n)$ in the objective space dominates the point $Z'' = (z''_1, ..., z''_n)$ if the following conditions hold (considering the maximization of all objectives):

$$z'_i \geq z''_i, \text{ for all } i \in \{1, ..., n\}$$

$$z'_i > z''_i, \text{ for at least an } i \in \{1, ..., n\}.$$  

In this work, two functions are considered, $dg$ and $N$, that is, $n = 2$. Thus, a point $P = (dg_1, N_1)$ dominates point $Q = (dg_2, N_2)$ if it holds:

$$(dg_1 \geq dg_2 \text{ and } N_1 > N_2) \text{ or } (dg_1 > dg_2 \text{ and } N_1 \geq N_2)$$

where $dg_1$ and $N_1$ denote, respectively, the value of $dg$ and $N$ in point $P$, and $dg_2$ and $N_2$ are the correspondent values in point $Q$. Figure 1 presents a point $Q$ and three points $P$, $R$, and $S$, which dominate $Q$. Furthermore, the white area corresponds to the set of points which dominate point $Q$. 
2.4. Size–Density Relationship Modeling and Statistical Analysis

The estimation of the relationship of the number of trees over increasing tree size values was performed for the subset of observations retained as border points through linear regression models. Two models were tested—the straight linear model (Equation 1), and a quadratic model (Equation 2)—to account for a curvature in the size–density trajectory [27]. In Equation 2, the term \( \ln \bar{dg} \) represents the mean value of the transformed variable \( \ln dg \).

\[
\ln N = \ln k + r \ln dg \\
\ln N = \ln k + r \ln dg + s(\ln dg - \ln \bar{dg})^2
\]

where \( k, r, \) and \( s \) are the model parameters and \( \ln \) refers to the natural logarithm.

Both models were fitted using least-squares regression procedures. Assumptions were assessed by visual inspection of residual plots. Additionally, the statistical test of Spearman was applied for the evaluation of the homoscedastic structure of the error variance [36]. The variance inflation factor (VIF) [37] was used to assess the impact of linear dependencies among regressors in Equation 2. Goodness-of-fit was based on the statistical criteria coefficient of determination adjusted \( (R^2_{adj}) \) and root mean square error \( (RMSE) \). The statistical analyses were conducted with JMP® (v. 10.0) software (Cary, NC, USA) of SAS® Institute Inc.

3. Results

3.1. Representativeness of the Data Set and Pattern of the Density–Size Trajectory

A scattered plot for the pairs of \( (dg, N) \), transformed to logarithm values, as shown in Figure 2, reveals three different situations: a log-linear relationship for large trees (S1 and S4), a curvature of concave shape for S2, and an apparent lack of trend for the pairs of S3. Regarding the dispersion of the pairs of values, as a whole, it is noticed that they are evenly distributed along the graph region, as shown in Figure 2. The self-thinning line for maritime pine can also be seen, as proposed by Luis and Fonseca [28] and hereafter termed as “L&F”, and the respective domain region in terms of average diameter range (10–50 cm), which fits closely to the S1 and S4 sampled values.

In this figure, a hand-drawn line (dashed) was placed close to the extreme pairs of size–density values registered for the young stands (S1, S2, and S3) that represents a hypothesized trajectory in the early stages of development. The size–density trajectory for maritime pine begins as a straight line parallel to the x-axis and curves toward the line L&F.
3.2. Maximum Size–Density Sample Data

The final sample of data, obtained from the filtering procedure presented in Section 2.3 applied to the original sets of data, consists of 30 observations of border points, as shown in Table 2. The border points set include 2 observations of each of the sets S1, S2, and S3, and 24 observations from the S4 database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>( N ) (trees.ha(^{-1}))</th>
<th>( d_g ) (cm)</th>
<th>( \text{Min} )</th>
<th>( \text{Mean} )</th>
<th>( \text{Max} )</th>
<th>( \text{sd} )</th>
<th>( \text{Min} )</th>
<th>( \text{Mean} )</th>
<th>( \text{Max} )</th>
<th>( \text{sd} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Border points</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>7121</td>
<td>90000</td>
<td>17366</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: \( n \) — number of plots/observations; \( N \) — number of trees per hectare (trees.ha\(^{-1}\)); \( d_g \) — quadratic mean diameter measured at the height level of 1.30 m; \( \text{Min} \) — data minimum; \( \text{Mean} \) — data average; \( \text{Max} \) — data maximum; and \( \text{sd} \) — data standard deviation.

3.3. Representation of the Size–Density Pattern for the Border Points and Fitted Lines

The dispersion of the pairs (\( \ln d_g, \ln N \)) retained in the final set of 30 border points is shown in Figure 3, along with the estimated models (Equation 1 and Equation 2), details of which are in Table 3.
Figure 3. Diagram of dispersion and relationship between the logarithm of \( N \) (trees.ha\(^{-1} \)) and the logarithm of \( d_g \) (cm) for the dataset of 30 border points. The straight line corresponds to the fitted linear model (Equation 1) and the curve to the quadratic model (Equation 2).

Table 3. Coefficients (standard errors) and fit statistics of the estimated models to support the definition of the maximum size–density trajectory for maritime pine (\( n = 30 \) observations). RMSE: root mean square error.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model (Equation)</th>
<th>Estimates (stand error)</th>
<th>Fit statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>( r )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equation 1</td>
<td>11.115 (0.270)</td>
<td>−1.290 (0.090)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equation 2</td>
<td>12.969 (0.328)</td>
<td>−1.832 (0.100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The estimated parameters (and standard errors) of the regression models (Equation 1 and Equation 2) estimated by the least-squares regression method are significantly different from zero (\( p \)-value < 0.0001), as shown in Table 3.
The analysis of the residual for the fitted models was not clear with regard to the assumption of nonconstant error variance, as shown in Figure 4. The homoscedasticity condition was confirmed by the Spearman test for both models ($\rho = -0.155$, $p$-value = 0.415, for Equation 1, and $\rho = -0.325$, $p$-value = 0.08, for Equation 2). For Equation 1, a curvature occurs in the pattern of the residuals, suggesting a specification error. The goodness-of-fit statistics ($R^2\text{adj}$) for the proposed models was higher than 88%, as shown in Table 3. The VIF value for Equation 2 was equal to or less than 5 ($VIF = 3.1$), implying that no severe implications of multicollinearity are expected.

3.4 Maximum Size–Density Trajectory over All the Stages of Development

Equation 2 adequately fits the trajectory of size–density for the stands corresponding to the border points. This model represents the expected average size–density trajectory over all the stages of development. To describe a trajectory corresponding to the maximum attainable values of density for a given tree diameter, the estimated line has to be positioned above the extreme points. A logically reasonable position to allocate the curve is to raise it to the upper limit of the confidence interval for the ordinate at the origin. The upper limit was estimated as $(\text{Intercept} + \text{se}_{\text{int}} \times t)$, where “Intercept” is the estimate of the ordinate at the origin of the model (12.969), as shown in Table 3, “$\text{se}_{\text{int}}$” is the statistic standard error of the intercept (0.328), as shown in Table 3, and “$t$” is the percentile of the $t$ distribution for $df$ degrees of freedom. The degrees of freedom for Equation 2 are equal to the number of observations used to fit the model ($n = 30$) minus the number of the estimated parameters ($p = 3$). For a confidence level of 95% (unilateral) and $(30 - 3) df$, the value of $t$ is 1.703. Therefore, the upper limit of the interval for the ordinate at the origin is given by $12.969 + 0.328 \times 1.703 = 13.528$. The maximum size–density trajectory for maritime pine is expressed by Equation 3:

$$\ln N = 13.528 - 1.832 \ln dg - 0.280(\ln dg - 2.796)^2$$

where $N$ represents the number of trees per hectare (trees ha$^{-1}$), and $dg$ is the quadratic mean diameter over bark (cm) measured at the height level of 1.30 m.

For analysis purposes, the maximum density lines for the species estimated in previous studies namely by Luis and Fonseca [28], Aguirre et al. [21], Ríofrío et al. [30], and Charru et al. [26] were also considered, as shown in Figure 5, (coded as L&F, a, b, and c, respectively).
4. Discussion

4.1. Representativeness of the Database

Achieved results for young stands located in northern and central regions of Portugal (sets S2 and S3) naturally regenerated after a fire and display a variety of size–density values, which are representative of these forest systems. To the best knowledge of the authors, this is the first report of a sound database of density–size values, for the early stages of the development of the species. Previous research studies for maritime pine species rely on trees in more advanced stages of development. The domain of the self-thinning line by Luis and Fonseca [28] refers to stands with a minimum average diameter of 10 cm. Original databases from [21] and [30] report similar minimum values of pine stands (10.0–10.7 cm) with reference [26] considering upper minimum values (16 cm).

Taking into consideration the data from sets S2 and S3, the pattern of size–density values shows high variability, as shown in Figure 2, with diverse values of the number of plants reported for a given dimension. Differences might arise from the natural development of the species in naturally regenerated stands, with some pinewoods evidencing situations of understocking and other experiencing crown closure. Although the sampling plots from S2 are of a smaller size than the plots from S1, S3, and S4, there are no evident trends that might question the validity of the S2 set in terms of sampling representativeness. The values of \( dg,N \) from the plots sampled in the northern part of the country (S1 and S2) overlap with the values of \( dg,N \) evaluated in the sampling units from the stands located in the central region (S3). There is no reason for concern about a possible influence of the local in the size–density trend.

The information from S1, S2, and S3 refers to stands less than 20 years old. A sample from the NFI was added to analyze the full trajectory over all the stages of development. This sample refers to maximum size–density values filtered in the study by reference [28]. The addition of S4 to the other three sets of data enlarge the domain of the study from young to adult stands (\( dg \) ranges from 0.5 of 53.3 cm). In terms of number of trees, the full supporting database records densities within the interval from 50 to 90,000 trees ha\(^{-1}\). This is a wider interval than the ones reported in the literature in concurrent studies [21,26,30].
The algorithm used for filtering the data retained the most part (24 out of 25) of the dataset S4. This high retention proportion was expected, as reference [28] previously reported these observations as border points for the species, for stands with a mean size of diameter of classes of 10 cm and higher. The additional six pairs of values (dg, N) retained from S1, S2, and S3, correspond to maximum values of density–size for the domain of values occurring at earlier stages of development, that is, occurring in the region of lower average diameter values. These values assure the continuity, in terms of database, from this domain region to the domain region covered in the study by reference [28].

4.2. Size–Density Trajectory and Self-Thinning Line

The entire database presented, as shown in Figure 2, allows for the identification of the pattern of the size–density trajectory over all the stages of development for the maritime pine species. Two trends can be noticed for increasing values of diameter. For the early stage of development, the size–density trajectory can be described as a straight line parallel to the axis representing stand size, with the uppermost limit referring to the stands under crown closure where competition modulates the maximum attainable tree number. With the increase of tree size, natural mortality driven by intraspecific competition by limited resources (light, nutrients, water) dictates a reduction in the living trees per unit of area. The horizontal trajectory moves then toward a step line, which can be modeled by a straight line or a curve, depending on the shape of the size–density trajectory being followed in the subsequent development stages.

A similar trend of a horizontal line followed by a descending line, in log-log scales, is reported for common beach stands [38], Chinese fir plantations [39], and even-aged sessile oak [40], among others. References [39] and [40] divide the full trajectory into three stages, where the second stage corresponds to a concave trajectory, and the third corresponds to a self-thinning line, describing a maximum size–density relationship that involves maximum allowable stand density for a given mean diameter.

The size–density pattern for maritime pine, as shown in Figure 2, that emerges in young stands, after crown closure, clearly represents a deviation to the extrapolated values of the number of trees obtained from the self-thinning line by Luis and Fonseca [28]. A noticeable deviation occurs at the left end, for diameters less than 10 cm. It is evident that the hypothesis of using the L&F model to describe the maximum size–density trajectory since the early stages of development after mortality onset is not adequate. The description of the maximum size–density trajectory for maritime pines requires, therefore, a reevaluation.

The continuity along the development stages could be assured by regression techniques using piecewise regression models (e.g., references [38] and [39]). Reference [39] used a nonlinear mixed-effects segment model to describe the self-thinning trajectories of Chinese fir stands in Southern China. Reference [38] proposed the use of a piecewise polynomial function to fit the trajectories of self-thinning of common beech stands in France. The methodology uses the information of initial number of trees per hectare and mean girth at breast height at the onset mortality as parameters of the trajectory model, which limits the use of the methodology to the species/cases of study where the point of onset mortality is precisely defined; when such data are not available, these techniques are not useful. Describing the line with a single function is a straightforward method, widely tested in the description of the self-thinning line with meaningful results. A major aspect to consider, with this traditional fitting approach, is the fitting of curvature in case it occurs in the domain of the range of values of (dg, N), in log-log scale.

For maritime pine, the pattern of the size–density trajectory for the border points clearly deviates from a straight line, as shown in Table 2 and Figure 3, evidencing curvature at both ends of the line. This trend is biologically expected [23] and has been reported for other species [26,27]. It occurs in young stands before the onset of competition begins, and in older stands, due to a decrease in self-tolerance [15]. Goodness-of-fit statistics for the fitted models (Equation 1 and 2) as shown in Table 3, point out for better performance when the bend is described by a second-degree polynomial function, as shown in Table 3, (Equation 2, $R^2 > 0.95$), instead of using the straight linear model. The description
of the curvature with the three parameters of Equation 2 avoids the use of segment models or piecewise regression models, which require more parameters to estimate.

From the comparison of the self-thinning line fitted in this study and the lines defined, for the species, in previous research (i.e., references [21], [26], [28], and [30]), three evident features arise, as shown in Figure 5. The first is the goodness-of-fitting of the proposed model to the overall pattern of the \((dg, N)\) values in log-log scale for the stands, with deviance from a straight line at both ends. The line is placed above most plots and represents the expected theoretical maximum values of the number of trees for a given diameter. The second feature is the coherence in shape with the model proposed by reference [26]. The third main feature to observe is the non-representativeness of the self-thinning lines proposed in previous studies, for the maritime pine forest systems, at early stages of development. The extrapolations to the left and of the domain for the model by reference [26] and for the models proposed for this species in Spain or in France, cannot describe the observed size–density trajectory for the species in the Portuguese forest systems. For both Spain and France, keeping the analysis under the domain of the respective models, the maximum estimated densities for diameters of 10 cm and higher (2.3 in log scale) are quite far below the values observed in even-aged pure stands of the species in Portugal.

The periods of growth considered in the self-thinning line cover the early development stage up to older stages of development. This new model represents the maximum size–density trajectory for the species and constitutes a scientifically and ecologically based support to define silvicultural guidelines for maritime pine systems regenerated after fire. Immediate applications can arise in terms of forest management. The model allows the definition of prescriptions based on a percentage of maximum density (see, for details, reference [28]). One option might be to maintain the naturally regenerated stands at high density levels (e.g., 60% of maximum) through the rotation in case aiming to promote maximum yields in short rotations. Other prescriptions are possible, depending on the aims of the management. The proposed model also applies in the management of artificial regenerated systems from young ages using the maximum attainable densities, as the theoretical limits that allow maximum volume yield.

The knowledge of the values of size–density where the stands reach and follow the self-thinning line bridges the gap in the empiricism with which these forest systems have been usually managed. Management practices should adapt and spatially diversify the structure of the forests to make them less prone to the risk of wildfires [41]. At the forest scale, typical forest management practices, such as the management of stand density [42], through thinning and harvesting systems, can contribute to reducing wildfire risk through the decrease of fuel loads [43]. These silvicultural practices can be supported by the self-thinning model proposed in the current study, serving as adaptive guidelines in the management of these pine systems. These are research directions to be considered and communicated in subsequent research under development.

5. Conclusions

A reevaluation of the self-thinning line for the maritime pine species was made, and a new model for the species was proposed. The behavior of the size–density trajectory for the initial stages of tree development and the knowledge of attainable maximum densities at the initial stage of establishment and development of natural regeneration is fundamental to identify silvicultural prescriptions and management options for the maritime pine stands. The results achieved support decision making with regard to the management of the forests originated naturally after a fire, with application also to forest systems originated artificially.
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